In order to improve access to more of the existing holdings of Western Archives copies of a number of preliminary finding aids are being made available. These preliminary finding aids, some of which were prepared many years ago, vary in degrees of completeness, detail and accuracy. Some provide only basic box listings of the contents of a fonds or a collection, while others provide additional background material. All are intended to be the starting point for access to the records and they should not be considered a definitive source of information on the full nature and contents of the fonds or collection. Questions about the information provided in the preliminary finding aids should be directed to archives.services@uwo.ca
OVERSIZE COLLECTION, LOOSE CARTOONS:

Cartoons are filed in categories. In most cases the date of publication is penciled on the back, but it is possible that it could be side tracked to a later date.

Some have a brief description of the happening penciled on the front or back (often written from distant memory).

CATEGORIES:

1. Domestic, Family Involvement (Shopping, Holidays, Office, etc.): X542
2. General: X543-X544
3. Kids, Education, College, University, etc.: X544-X545
4. Labour, Employment, Strikes (All Post Office, Regardless of Labor Concerns): X546-X547
5. Luke Worm: X548
6. Prices, Taxes, Inflation (All Economic Matters): X549
7. Safety, Charities, Causes, Health, Environmental Concerns: X550
8. Seasonal Happenings, Holidays: X551
9. Sport: X552
10. Traffic, Police, Cars, Road: X553
11. Voting and Election Themes: X553
12. Weather: X554
13. Christmas, New Year, Festive Season: X555
15. Council, Transit, Thames - London: X556
17. Canadian: X559
18. Canada - International Involvements (Canada Abroad): X559 - X560
20. Parliament (Involving More Than One Party; All NDP Party Events): X562
22. Federal Tories: X564
23. Ontario (All Areas Outside of London Proper, all Queen's Park Matters): X565 - X566
24. Provinces (Confederation and All Provinces Except Ontario, Includes N.W.T.): X567 - X568
25. International (Events Involving More Than One Country): X569
26. U.K., Including Royalty: X569
27. U.N., Nato: X570
28. U.S.A. (This File and All the Following Represent Political and Geographic Matters): X570
30. Africa, Mid-East, Cyprus, Mediterranean: X572
31. Asia, South Pacific, Australia: X573
32. Western Europe: X574
33. Central and South America, Caribbean: X574
34. Space, Missiles:  
   X575

35. Miscellaneous, Personal Involvements, Freelance:  
   X575

36. Travel Assignments, Illustrated Travel Stories:  
   X576

Assorted Materials:

B5772:

A. Canadian Army Art Exhibition Catalogues, 1944-5

B. Story and Colouring Book about Storybook Gardens, Illustrated by Ting, 1971

C. Miscellaneous Pamphlets, Postcards and Newspaper Clippings, 1972-84

D. 1. 25 Years in an Inkwell - Ting Cartoons, 1948-73  
   3. Ting Cartoons, 1950's  
   4. Ting Cartoons, 1964 Edition  

Box Containing Printing Plates is also Included...

B5773:

D. 5. Take Another Look with Ting, 1967  
   6. Ting Cartoons, 1970  
   7. Ting Cartoons, 1977  
   8. Ting Cartoons, Vol. 8, 1978  

Box Containing Printing Plates

B5774:

Box Containing Printing Plates